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1. Bu sınavda 80 soru vardır.
2. Bu sınav için verilen toplam cevaplama süresi 180 dakikadır.

1. - 6. sorularda, cümlede boş bırakılan yerlere 
uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. In the vulnerable areas of the Hawaiian 
Islands, there should be ---- against building 
homes on the damaged areas.

A) restrictions B) complications

C) reservations D) reductions 

E) requirements

2. In baseball, rushing reduces the chances of 
making a(n) ---- throw.

A) applicable  B) accurate

C) sensitive D) compulsive

E) penetrable

3. The sign of intelligence is that you are ---- 
wondering.

A) uniformly B) constantly

C) subsequently D) equally

E) functionally

4. We are expanding globally, but we ---- if we 
can equip our current employees with all the 
right skills needed for this development.

A) reject B) expect

C) consider D) wonder

E) improve

5. Some locals worry that taxi drivers will be ---- 
business as a result of the new tramway line.

A) looked down on B) made up for

C) put out of D) played down to

E) shown up to

6. Everybody jumped off the building to escape 
from what they thought was a big fire, but 
soon it ---- to be a false alarm.

A) showed up B) made up

C) came off D) took out

E) turned out

7. - 16. sorularda, cümlede boş bırakılan yerlere 
uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi bulunuz.

7. By the time he ---- over his responsibilities 
fully, the new director ---- the control over a 
large number of projects.

A) has taken / had lost

B) will take / lost

C) had taken / would have lost

D) was taking / will be losing

E) takes / will have lost
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8. Einstein and his contemporary, Fritz Zwicky, 
another physicist who had worked in Zurich, 
---- that sometimes light ---- different paths 
around a galaxy.

A) were realizing / has taken

B) realized / can take

C) had realized / would be taking

D) used to realize / might have taken

E) have realized / could take

9. A volcano is a vent in the crust of the Earth 
---- molten rock, ash and steam are ejected.

A) from which B) that

C) for which D) by whom

E) what

10. The sponsor ---- this study says that the 
technology gap, which separates the girls 
from the boys, must be closed if women want 
to compete effectively with men ---- the job 
market.

A) for / above B) about / over

C) in / through D) of / in

E) for / across

11. Yesterday, I had an argument ---- a shop 
assistant ---- the price of a bottle of milk.

A) for / over B) over / in

C) through / around D) with / about

E) by / for

12. I find that some of the accounts are too one 
sided. Besides, ---- of the information given 
about media coverage is incorrect.

A) other B) none

C) some D) many

E) the more

13. Unlike animals, ---- behaviour is the result of 
instinct, human beings use reason to govern 
their actions.

A) that B) whom

C) which D) what

E) whose

14. The most important cause that will lead 
to a change in the design of cars will be 
environmental. ----, tomorrow’s cars will be 
designed not to cause air pollution.

A) As if B) Besides

C) Even so D) What’s more

E) That is

15. Security, stability and sustainable 
development for the citizens on ---- side of 
the border need to be ensured.

A) both B) either

C) some D) neither

E) each
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16. Some countries are discussing new waste 
regulations, according to which waste has 
to be used to create value ---- simply being 
dumped on landfill sites.

A) rather than B) according to

C) owing to D) in contrast to

E) in spite of

17. - 21. sorularda, aşağıdaki parçada numara-
lanmış yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da ifadeyi 
bulunuz.

For decades the notion of “de-extinction” (17) ---- 

scientific circles, but now through new advances 

in genetic engineering, researchers are believing 

that it’s time to start thinking seriously about 

which animals we might be able to bring back, 

and which ones would do the most good for the 

ecosystems they left behind. (18) ----, earlier this 

month, a group of ecologists published guidelines 

for how to choose which species to revive (19) 

---- we want to do the most good for our planet’s 

ecosystems. The two animals at the forefront of 

this discussion are the woolly mammoth, a hairy, 

close relative of the elephant that lived in the 

Arctic, and the passenger pigeon, a small, gray 

bird (20) ---- a pinkish red breast once extremely 

common in North America. The last mammoths 

died about 4000 years ago, and the passenger 

pigeon (21) ---- around 1900. Research on 

reviving both species is well underway, and 

scientists close to the field think de-extinction for 

these animals is now a matter of “when,” not “if.”

17. 

A) excited B) was exciting

C) would excite D) has excited

E) has been exciting

18. 

A) However B) In contrast

C) Indeed D) Also

E) As to

19. 

A) until B) if

C) though  D) whatever

E) whether

20. 

A) by B) for

C) in D) with

E) on

21. 

A) collapsed B) explored

C) extended D) emerged

E) vanished




